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Abstract 
    Reply to Inquiries about Laws refers to the Legal Work Committee may 
study questions raised regarding specific aspects of a law and give a response. 
The statutory function of Reply to Inquiries about Laws is to resolve specific 
legal issues, but in practice, the function it plays has been greatly expanded.The 
main reason which induces Reply to Inquiries about Laws function expansion, is 
about respond to the various needs of legal practice. 
    Look at the positive perspective, Reply to Inquiries about Laws function 
expansion was meeting the expanding demand for legal interpretation, and in 
some degree, which was regulated the local and department legislative power. 
However, the ensuing question is: Whether the function expansion can 
withstand the legality query?Can it be achieve the desired actual effect? 
    There has four chapters in my article. Into the former three chapter this 
paper will investigate the historical context of Reply to Inquiries about 
Laws,describe the scope of statutory and actual function about Reply to 
Inquiries about Laws, rethinking its dissimilation in the present practice, in 
order to resolve the questions above. This article argues that the Reply to 
Inquiries about Laws function expansion can not withstand the legality 
query.Nowadays, the concept of rule of law is growing number accepted. 
Pragmatism can not be the legitimacy premise of function expansion anymore. 
In chapter four, my article summarizes the three possible paths in the future.  
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